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1. Centralised access to all NAGs in the UK so anyone looking for a NAG near them can find one. 

2. Very easy for each NAG Administrator to register and add their own website pages. Before a new 
NAG registration on the website becomes available to use it must be authorised by an administrator 
so it is ensured that only legitimate NAGs use the website. 

3. Online simple page editing facilities similar to Word with automatic secondary menu navigation 
down the left hand side of pages has been implemented. 

4. Facilities to upload images, pdfs and files to the internet and to provide links on website pages to 
them. 

5. Automatically search engine optimised and the www.ukNAGs.org.uk website submitted to over 
400 search engines. 

6. Online registration by members to individual NAG groups with a registration authorisation process. 

7. Individuals can update their contact details ensuring correct delivery of emails and notifications. 

8. Simple emailing function for use by Administrators to NAG members. 

9. Online templates available for meeting agendas, letters and PowerPoint presentations. 

10. Full technical support by Edge Impact Consulting Ltd by email or telephone. 

11. A secure server has been provided to store registration details, as indicated by a lock symbol in the 
window. 

12. The NAGs website page contents is not controlled by any public body who require pages to be 
submitted to them, authorised and then published by them on their website/s. The 
www.ukNAGs.org.uk website is therefore an independent website run by NAG people who lobby 
public bodies to improve the area they live in. 

 
Edge Impact intend to provide the first 6 months free for NAGs to use the system and thereafter to 
charge £25 per year for each NAG to cover the hosting costs, domain registrations, the provision of 
ongoing telephone and email support to NAG administrators, and the ongoing enhancement 
development costs. Any member of the NAG or public will be able to make the annual payment fee 
online. 
 
As the system was developed in Caversham in response to the Upper Caversham NAG requirements 
and Ken Good being a member of the Upper Caversham NAG, Edge Impact will provide all Caversham 
NAGs permanent free access to the www.ukNAGs.org.uk system if this NAG system is going to be 
used. 
 
Ken Good and Edge Impact Consulting Ltd look forward to being of service to the community once 
again, with this offer to NAGs nationally and any other similar groups type website requirements. 
 
Ken Good 
Managing Director 
Email: keng@edgeimpact.co.uk   
Direct number: 0118 947 0928   Mobile: 07973 617761 
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